COMPAGNIE M. KNITTING PATTERN
QUOKKA SWEATER FOR KIDS: YARN SELECTION GUIDE

Choosing your yarn
When selecting your yarn, it’s important to choose one that is suitable for the Quokka pattern.
§ There are not so many details in this pattern, which means that you can select yarn for
needles 3 – 10. You can also select smaller needles, but it will just take more time to
finish your project. Don’t use yarn for bigger needles (size 11 or more). In this case the
raglan detail of the sweater will not turn out well.
§ Don’t use large needles for smaller sizes, as the raglan will become too dominant.
§ You can use different types of yarn for this pattern, as long as it’s not too hairy, it will
work out fine.
HINT: You can also combine several yarns. Since you are working with a custom fit pattern, you
have numerous options. So, be sure to make it creative!
Your gauge
Look at your yarn label to know what needle size would be best to use. If the label mentions 2
different needle sizes:
§
§

When you knit in a loose way: choose the smallest needle size.
When you knit in a tight way: choose the largest needle size.

Knit your swatch in stockinette stitch. Be sure to make your swatch large enough. For
example: when the label indicates 14 stiches by 24 rows will give a 10cm x 10cm gauge, then I
advise you to cast on more stitches. Thus, even when you knit tightly, you will still be able to
measure a 10cm width. When your gauge is 10cm high, you can of course stop knitting.
Are you not satisfied with your gauge because it’s too loose or too tight? If so, you can adjust your
needle size and start all over again. This is really important. Loose knitwear will not work with
the kangaroo pocket.
Are you satisfied with the result? Then it’s time to measure your gauge accurately.
§ Count the number of stitches you need to obtain a 10cm width. Don’t measure just below
your needle but in the middle of your swatch.
§ Count the number of rows you need to obtain 10cm in height.
HINT: You can also work with half stitches. So 12,5 by 16 stitches is a perfect result too.

Important: Don’t skip this step! If you start knitting without determining your gauge first (based
on the label info), I can’t guarantee the fit of the final sweater. Worst case scenario, it will not fit
at all!

CAN I USE MY YARN FOR THIS PROJECT?
For this sweater with raglan sleeves it’s important that you calculate the gauge ratio (width
divided by height). To obtain a good fit, the result of this calculation should be in a certain ‘zone’.
Why is this so important?
Every yarn is different which means that not only the width and the height of the gauge changes
but also the gauge ratio can be very different.
For example: with size 10 needles you can have a 10 by 12 gauge or with a different yarn it can
even be 12 by 16.
The ’10 by 12’ gauge has relative ‘low stitches’ which are almost square shaped. The stitches of
the ’12 by 16’ gauge are higher, more rectangular shaped. (FYI: I’m talking about the shape of the
separate stitches, not the shape of the gauge.)
Calculate the gauge ratio and evaluate your yarn
To calculate the gauge ratio, divide the number of stitches by the number of rows.
Example 1: the 10 by 12 gauge, gives a 0.83 ratio.
Example 2: the 12 by 16 gauge, gives a 0.75 ratio.
When this ratio is in between 0.68 and 0.78 you can use your yarn for this project. If your
ratio is smaller or larger, then I would advise you to select different yarn.
Influence of the needle size
The gauge ratio depends in the first place on the type of yarn you choose. Both thin and thick
yarn can give a good or poor result. When your selected yarn ifsjust outside the gauge ratio, you
can try a smaller or bigger needle size. It does slightly influence the result. But of course you have
to make sure that your gauge doesn’t become too loose or too tight. In this case, you have to
choose different yarn.
Why is this so important?
Because this is a raglan sweater with even decreases, the gauge ratio will have an influence on
the general fit. When the gauge ratio is smaller or larger than recommended, the neckline will
turn out too wide or too narrow.
Important: Take your time for this step! If you skip this ratio calculation, I can’t guarantee the fit
of the sweater.
Tips when buying yarn:
On the yarn label you can find the gauge. Before you buy your yarn, I advise you to calculate the
gauge ratio with this standard number of stiches and rows. This is not a guarantee that the final
gauge ratio will be in the right zone, but it gives a good indication. To be sure, you always need to
knit your own gauge swatch first.

Do you have questions or suggestions? marte@compagnie-m.com
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